
 On a cold foggy evening, Friday the 13th, it was Sofia’s 7th 
birthday party. Her parents hired a clown to make balloons and she 
also had a bouncy house. Sofia invited her best friends, Georgie, 
Lucy, and Rebecca. They all went to Mireles Elementary. The 
theme of Sofia’s birthday was Monster High.  

 
The clown made hats and animals out of the balloons and the 

only color he used was red. Sofia asked the clown for a dog. 
Georgie wanted a boat and Rebecca asked for a regular red 
balloon. Lucy was busy playing in the bouncy house. Soon all of 
the best friends were jumping and laughing in the bouncy house.  

 
It was time to open presents and Georgie got Sofia a paper. 

Sofia asked, “What am I suppose to do with this?” Georgie said 
“Make a paper boat.” Then Rebecca got Sofia a Monster High doll. 
Sofia said “Thank you!” The last present was from Lucy and she 
got her a barbie doll. After presents it was time to eat cake. They 
all gobbled their cake and had lots of ice cream.  

 
Around 10 o’clock at night it was time to go home. But Sofia 

asked her mom, “Can we have a sleep over? Pretty please!” Mom 
said, “ok.” Everyone shouted, “Yay!” They all watched tv for two 
hours. When it was time to go to sleep, mom tucked everyone in 
bed.  

 
Mom stayed up a little to watch some more tv but they all 

forgot about the clown. The clown was a killer clown! It already 
killed the dad and by midnight it killed the mom too. The kids 
woke up screaming. There it was, the clown, staring at the kids. It 
got closer to Sofia and said “You’ll float too, we all float down 
there.” Sofia asked in a scared voice, “Where will we float too?” It 
said, “You will float with me!!!” The clown jumped at Sofia, bit 
her arm off, grabbed her best friends and ran down the street to the 
sewer with her bloody arm in its mouth and her friends screaming. 
I should know because I am The Clown!!!  


